Abstract. We prove in this paper that the von Neumann algebras associated to the free non-commutative groups are stably isomorphic, i.e. that they are isomorphic when tensorized by the algebra of all linear bounded operators on a separable, infinite dimensional Hilbert space. This gives positive evidence for an old question, due to R.V. Kadison (see also S. Sakai's book on W*-algebras), whether the von Neumann algebras associated to free groups are isomorphic or not.
| B(H) doesn't depend on N e N, N > 2. (Here B(H) is the algebra of bounded operators on an infinite dimensional, separable, Hilbert space H).
This may serve as evidence for an old problem of R.V. Kadison in the early '60's, on the isomorphism of the algebras fCfl (Fu) , N > 2 ([2] , see also [9] problem 4.4.44 and [3] ).
The first remarkable breakthrough to this end, was the theorem of D. Voiculescu stating that
is isomorphic to ~(FN), k, N e N, N > 2. (This implies in particular that 2*~ and ~(F~N-1)k2+I) are stably isomorphic for each k, N s N, N > 2, but it doesn't imply, for example that 2.~r and 2,~ are stably isomorphic). Our main tools will be the matrix representation for free families obtained by D. Voiculescu in the setting of noncommutative probability theory ([6, 7] ), and the iterative technique of finding generators for reduced free algebras that we used in [4] .
In terms of isomorphism classes of reduced algebras, the result of D. Voiculescu was stated as
Here L,e(FN)t is the isomorphism class of the algebra e~(Fn) e, where e is any selfadjoint idempotent in 5r = ~E(FN) TM, of trace z(e) = t (z is the weakly continuous linear functional on s defined by z(2g) = 0 if g. e, Z(2e) = 1, where e is the identity, while 2g, g ~ FN is the left convolution operator on ~E(FN)).
The proof of our result will come (by usual techniques, see e.g. [1, 5] ) from the following isomorphism result (which extends Voiculescu's isomorphism theorem):
which in particular (taking N = 2), implies that ~(F2) and ~(Fk+ ~) are stably isomorphic, k ~ N, i.e.
~e(F~) | B(H) ~ ~(F~+ ~) | B(H).
In particular our result shows that the following invariant (the fundamental group ([3]) ff(Se(FN)) = {t > 01Y(F~), ~ 5e(FN)} cannot distinguish between the algebras L~~ N > 2, N a positive integer. To prove the isomorphism relation, we will introduce an extrapolation, with algebras, "Se(F~)" r ~ ~, r > 2 for the series of the algebras ~(FN)N ~ N.N ~= 2 (such algebras were also considered by K. Dykema (personal communication to the author)). This will be done by the matrix representations for these algebras given by the theorem of D. Voiculescu. The proof will then consist of taking r to the limit, which will be done by the techniques in [4] .
In a forthcoming paper ([9]) we will give a meaning to "~(F~)" for real r > 2 and prove that the formula "~e(F,),~(F~,_I),-~+I)" and ~(F,),Cf(F~,) ~-~(F~,+~,))" are also valid for positive real t and r.
I am greatly indebted to G. Skandalis for suggesting this problem. I am also indebted to S. Popa and M. Takesaki for useful comments. ! am also indebted to the referee, who pointed out to me a number of minor errors. This paper has been circulated as an I.H.E.S. preprint, December '91.
Definitions and Outline of the Proof
Let H be a Hilbert space, B(H) the space of all bounded linear operators acting on H. A weakly closed subalgebra M of B(H) is called avon Neumann algebra (or when no reference to H is made, a W*-algebra). If S is a subset of M, then the von Neumann subalgebra generated in M by S will be denoted by S". Avon Neumann algebra with no minimal idempotents will be called diffuse. M is a type II1 factor if it has no center, it is diffuse and there exists a weakly continuous faithful functional r on M such that z(xy) = z(yx), x, y E M. In general we will assume that z is normalized, i.e. that ~(1)= 1. In this case the strong operator topology on M, will be given by the norm I1" IP~, defined by [pxJ[ 2= z(x*x) . This last is a norm since z is faithful (i.e. z(x*x) = 0 ~x = 0).
For t > 0, the isomorphism class of the yon Neumann algebra eMe, where e is a selfadjoint idempotent in M with z(e) = t, depends only on t and is denoted by Mr. When t > 1, we replace in this construction M by M | M,(IE), where n is a natural number, strictly greater than the integer part of t.
A matrix unit (~ij)[j=l in M is a family such that COijC0sk = 6jsCO~k (where 6~s stands for the Kronecker symbol), i,j, s, k E {1, 2 ..... r}. Usually M,(C), n ~ N
